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EDITORIAL

Dear Seafarers,
a lot of politicians want to save the planet. This is especially
true for members in the European Parliament. They have
adopted new regulations concerning CO2 emissions. From
next year onwards we are forced to calculate how much CO2
is emitted from our ships per loaded cargo between European ports.
The EU politicians behave as if shipping companies are not
motivated to save as much fuel as possible themselves. Take
for example our newbuilding vessels M/V Jan and M/V BBC
Russia. Our newbuilding engineers have taken every effort
to lower the fuel consumption of these vessels and maximise
its cargo capacity. We hope our Chinese Shipyard will finally
deliver our 2nd ship of this series, M/V BBC Russia, before the
World Cup takes off next year.
Presently there are some opportunities in the market for us.
We recently were able to purchase four grab/fitted 7.500 dwt
Bulkers for our shipping company BREB from Cuxhaven and
also two vessels ,M/V BBC Nyhavn and M/V BBC Norfolk, for
our chartering company BBC in Leer. Both shipping companies BREB and BBC were bought by my father at a time when
the Bischoff Group from Bremen did not survive the shipping
crisis in the end of the 90ies. It was one of the best decisions
in our company’s history. This issue puts some light on the
history of both companies including a letter from Svend Andersen for our seafarers on occasion of BBC´s 20th birthday.
On management level, Mr. Lucius Bunk has left Briese as Managing Director due to different views on the future strategy
of Briese. Our cooperation with Mr. Bunk´s founded young
company Auerbach Schiffahrt from Hamburg will continue.
In the freight market, we are somewhat optimistic. The rates
recently have slightly increased and it may continue to do so
next year. I wish 2018 may hold some positive surprises for
all of us.
Thank you for the good cooperation in 2017. We wish you
and your families a joyful holiday season and a happy and
prosperous New Year!

Wilke Briese
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SCALE MODEL M/V BBC SCOTLAND

Scale Model M/V BBC Scotland
Nearly everything can be bought on the Internet today. Some
time ago Jörg Larink found a construction kit of M/V BBC Scotland by chance. As modeling is anyway one of his hobbies he
got down to work and built up the vessel step by step; same
took about 4 months. Below some pictures showing the different stages of construction of the vessel including sea trial.
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BRIESE RESEARCH NEWS

Briese Research News
Management of an additional
Research Vessel
Starting with the 1st of January 2017, BRIESE RESEARCH took
over the management of the research vessel SENCKENBERG.
R/V SENCKENBERG is owned by the Senckenberg Nature
Research Society based in Frankfurt and operated by its
Wilhelmshaven-based department for Marine Research.
The vessel was constructed in 1976 by the shipyard Diedrich
Schiffswerft in Oldersum / Germany and was designed for
interdisciplinary research projects.
The small 165 ton vessel is self-sufficient for up to 10-day
cruises, the operational area being the entire North Sea (including the Wadden Sea), the Baltic Sea and the English Channel. The main focus of the vessel is the marine geologic and
biologic marine research as well as the hands-on training
of students and aspiring technicians. On deck, winches and
cranes are available to deploy research equipment even under rough conditions. Five scientists can live and work on R/V
SENCKENBERG, supported by 5 crew members on board.
In January 2017 BRIESE RESEARCH started the management
period with an extensive overhaul of the vessel, which was
mainly realized with the support of the BRIESE workshop in
Leer. The former Captain of R/V GRINNA, Capt. Bürger, took

over the command and – together with his crew - is constantly
working of improving the vessel’s condition. The first reports
from the scientists using R/V SENCKENBERG under the new
management and with the new crew are very positive.
BRIESE RESEARCH will be responsible for the management
until end of 2020.

R/V GRINNA sold
From 2012 – 2017 BRIESE RESEARCH offered its own special purpose vessel R/V GRINNA for scientific explorations.
During the last years R/V GRINNA has been in service for
offshore tasks especially connected with windmills projects
in the North Sea.
Due to end of the vessel’s charter and due to the worsened
offshore market BRIESE decided to sell the vessel. R/V GRINNA
was sold on 27th of September 2017 and left Leer bound for
Esbjerg, Denmark.
We like to take the opportunity to give thanks to the crew of
the vessel for their support and good service for the scientific
customers during the last years and for bringing and keeping
the vessel in a very good condition.
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R/V SONNE Google Virtual Tour
Walking across the deck of research vessel SONNE, exploring the laboratories of the scientists or taking a look into
the cabins of the crew: All this can now be experienced by
curious people in a virtual tour.
Within the Science Year 2016-2017 “Seas and Oceans” the
German Ministry of Research and Education has developed together with Google Arts and Culture a virtual tour
of RV SONNE. In a digital 360-degree tour, you can take a
look at the most modern research ship in the world and
explore it at the click of a mouse. Pictures, videos, texts
and sound contributions complement the online exhibition and provide a lively impression of the life on board.
In addition, the online exhibition shows the history of the
research vessel: from the drawing of the building to the
first expeditions.
The virtual tour has been introduced to the public during an open house day in the Federal Ministry of Education and Research in August 2017. Our picture shows Capt.
Oliver Meyer during the opening procedure together with
the Federal Minister of Education and Research Prof. Dr.

Johanna Wanka (left) and the future head of the Alfred-Wegener-Institute Prof. Dr. Antje Boetius (right).
Check out this fascinating virtual tour. You will find the
links on our website or by using the direct link of the
Federal Ministry of Education and Research :
https://www.wissenschaftsjahr.de/2016-17/das-wissen
schaftsjahr/die-forschungsflotte/360-grad-tour-der-sonne.html

Briese Award for Marine Science
Since 2010 BRIESE RESEARCH together with the Leibniz Institute for Baltic Sea Research Warnemünde (IOW) / Germany,
grants the „BRIESE Award for Marine Science”. The annual
award honours exceptional doctoral theses in marine science
that closely relate to the use of research vessels and to the development of technologies and/or techniques of data acquisition at sea. The award is endowed with price money of 5000 €.
The application period 2017 was open to scientists until
16th of October 2017, valuation of the applications is currently in process, the award presentation ceremony will take
place beginning of 2018.
For a list of all previous BRIESE Award winners check out our
website:
http://briese-research.de/research-department/briese-award
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BBC 20TH ANNIVERSARY

BBC 20th Anniversary
BBC Chartering history in brief
BBC Chartering celebrates 20 years of operation this year.
The company was established back in 1997 as joint chartering venture of Messrs. Briese and Bischoff.
Commencing in Bremen with a fleet of some seven ships at
that time, BBC rapidly expanded in key markets worldwide.
Initial service success was found in the North C
 ontinent
Trans-Atlantic and North to South American trades. As the
fleet grew and new buildings were delivered in Asia so did
the trading presence. In 2004 the carrier started to expand
into Asian markets, first through the APC joint venture, later
assuming sole responsibility.

BBC Chartering today operates the market-leading p
 roject
chartering network with 380 people working in 33 offices
worldwide. The BBC Chartering mission is to provide the
market’s most trusted and highest performing shipping

service for general, multipurpose, heavy lift and project cargo
transports worldwide.

In addition, the collapse of the Beluga Group back in 2011 led
to increase the BBC Fleet by some 30 vessels along with the
periodic deliveries of the BBC Amber types pushing the total
fleet number up and over the 150 ship mark in 2012.
Later deliveries of the Everest and Congo Type series and this
year the first of the new F-500 (12,500dwt) eco-trader types
sees BBC Chartering today trading some 180 ships.

From past to present: historic milestones in the development of BBC Chartering
Network Milestones

Service Milestones

Fleet Milestones

1997

Bremen

1998

Houston

1999

Leer HQ, Buenos Aires

2002

St. Petersburg; Rio de Janeiro

2003

Santiago de Chile

2004

Singapore, Seoul, Dalian, Shanghai, Montreal

2005

Dubai

Andino & Americana Line

2006

Sao Paulo, Melbourne, New Orleans

CaytransBBC

2007

Genoa, Aarhus, Tokyo

Fleet starts with seven vessels

Russian Service

2008
2009

Fleet exceeds 50 vessels

Fleet exceeds 100 vessels

US Gulf, Europe and Persian Gulf Services
Bogota, Guayaquil

2010

Bulk Division

2011

Liverpool

Project Division, Trans-Pacific Service

Fleet influx through Beluga Collapse, BBC Amber series

2012

Antwerp, Brisbane, Istanbul

Project Hub Antwerp, Euro-Asia Service

Fleet exceeds 150 vessels

2013

Lima

2014

Rouen, Bilbao

Dedicated project terminal Houston

2015

Beijing, Ho Chi Minh

Launch of "apac service"

2016

London, Esbjerg

BBC Everest and BBC Congo series

First new 12.500 Eco-Trader F-500

2017

Trans-Atlantic Services
Global Project Alliance with Jumbo

Fleet development
1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Fleet exceeds 180 vessels
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

An early expansion to global markets, innovative shipping approaches, continuous fleet expansion and
ongoing regionalization helped BBC Chartering to establish what is today known as the market-leading
provider of global MPP / HL shipping services.
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Dear colleagues and friends
onboard of our vessels,
It is my pleasure to share a few lines with you in
this Briese Magazine. As the founding executive
director of BBC Chartering, I feel privileged and
grateful to be employed with the Briese Group
since 1997 and to serve this company until today,
2017, which marks the 20th anniversary for BBC
Chartering.
Back in 1997 we started BBC Chartering with only
seven vessels. Those of you who were contemporary witness of these early days know how different it was to do business at that time and with the
vessels we had.
Nonetheless, it was that time when BBC Chartering set out small but with a great vision, i.e. to
build the highest performing and most trusted
shipping company for project, breakbulk, heavy
lift and general cargo transports in the world.
Eventually, this vision turned real and if we want,
it holds infinite validity. Thanks to everyone who
accompanied our way, this vision helped us to
grow and operate the worlds’ leading project
chartering network, the world’s largest fleet of
multipurpose and heavy lift vessels, and with
that an unrivaled service for project customers all
over the world.
In these 20 years we have had very good, but also
very challenging times. You all know, that in shipping we are bound to the industry’s unrelenting

ride through the market cycles and everything that
comes with it. Shipping has always been that way,
and although the changes come more rapidly these
days, we continue to stay focused on our ultimate
mission: to make things work for our customers.
Today, I full heartedly take this opportunity to
thank you for being part of this mission, and with
that, for being part of BBC Chartering’s success.
As seafarers onboard Briese-managed BBC vessels, no-one knows better what our business is
all about. I truly thank you for being at the heart
of this, for delivering such an essential part of the
services we provide to our customers.
Such service is only possible when we can count
on engaged and committed people onboard our
vessels, and of course ashore, on the technical
managers of our vessels, on the crew management, and on everyone who helps to ensure highest availability and performance of BBC Chartering vessels. All of you deserve highest recognition
and my compliments for the many things that
you are taking care of all over the place. Although
not too often communicated, this is at the center
for BBC Chartering.
Two decades of excellence in project shipping
shall be followed by many more, and I am convinced that the good spirits will stay with our
company as long as we continue to understand
what our customers want, what the market needs
and by retaining our ability to effectively adopt to
these requirements.
On behalf of the BBC Chartering team worldwide,
I like to thank you for your support and untiring
commitment to our mission, in whatever role
you’re engaged. It’s a privilege to work together
with you, a great team of people who provide the
backbone of what is recognized as the world’s
leading project shipping service.
Thank you for your support in the past 20 years
and hopefully for the coming two decades.
Yours truly,

Svend Andersen
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INTRODUCTION OF BREB

Introduction of BREB
In 1951 the Messers Bischoff and Eilemann founded the
company „Bremer Reederei Eilemann & Bischoff GmbH“.
Shortly thereafter, the companions already got different
ways, but the company in-operatively remained.
In 1996, the company Bremer Reederei Eilemann & Bischoff
GmbH was reactivated based on an existing contract for the
Swedish StoraEnso Group. The fortunate event, which led to
this development, was the closing down of StoraEnso´s previous Shipping Line due to internal problems. The Bischoff
Management could successfully integrate the Ex-Managing
Director of the said Shipping Line with special know how
and contacts, which were essential for this Shipping Contract with leading forest concern StoraEnso.
The only thing missing were suitable vessels, which were provided instantly by Briese Schiffahrt with M/V Dollart and M/V
Frigga and company Lohmann from Haren with M/V Santa
Maria, with sizes between 3.500 and 3.900 tdw and equipped
with two powerful deck cranes. Approximately 500.000 tons of
forestry products were transported with these vessels.
In the course of the bankruptcy of the Bischoff-Group in
1999 the company shares of Bremer Reederei Eilemann &
Bischoff GmbH completely passed on to Briese Schiffahrt.
Due to said bankruptcy of the Bischoff-Group and changing company structures the name was changed to the more
neutral version „Bremer Reederei E & B“ in 2000. In the same
year, Arne Ehlers who worked on board multiple Briese vessels as Nautical Officer and Captain (such as M/V Amke, M/V
Star, M/V Sun Bird/Frigga, M/V Industrial Alliance and M/V
Bremer Forest) and later on as an assistant in the Inspection
department, was dispatched to Bremen.

M/V Frigga and M/V Santa Maria, both built in the 80’s,
were soon replaced by newly built ships. Initially, the BREB
STORAEnso Group was considering to invest into two newbuildings of Stocznia Polnocna from Gdynia. But many years
the core fleet was consisting of the three Briese vessels M/V
Bremer Timber (Randzel, 4.900 tdw), M/V Bremer Forest and
its sister vessel M/V Dollart (Komarno-types with 3.200 tdw).
These vessels operated in the so called Swedish „Ostkustsystemet“ - a kind of liner service between the Swedish East
Coast with its main ports Norrsundet and Gävle as well as
Brake and Zeebrugge at the Continent and Chatham, Blyth
and Swansea in the UK.
The southbound transports of wood pulp / cellulose and
timber were combined with northbound transports for raw
material supplies for the forestry product concern (such
as kaolin from Fowey, Cornwall, loose logs from Hamburg,
Finkenwerder and the Baltic). BREB’s preference for geared
singledeckers which can be used on both, the north- and
the southbound transports for loading and discharging
emerged from this era and this traffic.
The Briese Saimaa-max vessels M/V Flinthörn and M/V
Scharhörn were also operated for STORA. Both were mainly
transporting loose logs in shuttle service between the Baltic ports of Klaipeda, Ventspils, Riga, Salaskriva and Gruvön
at the Lake Vänern. These vessels were so successful in the
‘Vänern-traffic’ that local ship owners soon decided to recreate this type of vessels but with the maximum measurements allowing them to pass the Vänern locks. With this advantage, M/V Flinthörn and M/V Scharhörn were pushed out
of the ‘Vänern-traffic’ shortly thereafter.
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For many years, M/V Bremer Reeder, was operating in the
North Sea and Baltic. This vessel was bought together with
two sister vessels as a second-hand vessel from the Netherlands by Briese Schiffahrt. With the ability to carry 5.000cbm
of kiln-dried timber with its 3.500 tdw, it was the ideal vessel for the carriage of sawn timber. In 2003, BREB acquired
its first own vessel M/V Bremer Victoria (ex M/V Ägir). With
2.350 tdw it was used for the transport of timber from Sweden to smaller Naabsa-ports in Northern France, England
and Scotland. Once the Tour de France directly passed the
vessel in the French port of Le League and M/V Bremer Victoria was visible in worldwide TV.
2008 BREB purchased its first newbuilding: the 4.100 tdw
carrying M/V Bremer Johanna, which was awarded with the
German environmental „Blue Angel“ label. Many different
vessels of sizes between 2.300 and 9.000 tdw and many different vessels of the Briese Group, inter alia M/V Bremer
Saturn, M/V Hanoi, M/V Saxum and M/V Störtebeker were
employed.
The headquarters of BREB is situated in Cuxhaven since
2014 and further branch offices in Bremen, Sassnitz and
Zeebrügge (BREB Belgium) were opened. In 2015, the corporate name was changed to BREB GmbH & Co. KG.
BREB is a classical shipping company with its own vessels,
its own chartering and its own range of agency and port services. Approximately 70% of their vessels are sailing under
the German flag. The vessels are operating in liner services
around Europe and are managed by their own Chartering
department.
BREB is operating two liner services like system traffics to
Northern Africa. Up to five ships with weekly departures are
serving ports in the Maghreb countries out of the Adriatic
Sea - the main export port for this is the Slovenian Koper,
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where BREB is the market leader of the shipping companies
with conventional-line services.
The liner services for the Northern European Continent are
mainly calling the ports of Wismar, Brake and Antwerp on
a monthly basis. Both liner services are transporting wood
and steel products as main cargoes - in northbound directions into the Adriatic or the North Sea mainly bulk cargoes
are transported.
Since Alpha Ventus, BREB is active in the offshore-windbusiness (seagoing transport, port logistics, and agency
services). The offshore track-record features multiple projects of port agencies, such as cable ships, installation ships,
survey- and OSVs, CTVs, special vessels for Grouting and
noise protection, guard vessels, AHTs, trailing suction hopper dredgers, towed convoys, heavy lift vessels, port agencies in Bremen, Bremerhaven, Cuxhaven and Stade as well
as vessel coordinators for Alpha Ventus, general agency for
EON Amrumbank West in Cuxhaven, subagent for Siemens
in Cuxhaven for the construction and operation of transformer platforms, agency for Blue Water in Bremerhaven
and Sassnitz for offshore-wind, -oil and -gas projects as well
as CTV handling and crewchanges by helicopter.
In this context, BREB also offers package solutions containing seatransport, transport insurance, handling logistics,
port agencies and customs clearance.
On December 27th 2016, BREB and Blue Water Shipping
founded the joint-venture Blue Water BREB GmbH which is
situated in Cuxhaven as well. Shareholders of equal parts of
50% are the Danish Blue Water Shipping and BREB GmbH
& Co. KG. Since beginning of 2017, Blue Water BREB is handling On-shore wind turbine components for VESTAS - approximately 1.500 parts per year - which are often transported by Briese vessels from Turkey or Italy.
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MEET THE CREW OF M/V BBC AUSTRIA

· Name: BBC Austria
· Built at: Tianjin Xingang
Shipyard, China
· Delivered: March 2009
· Flag: Antigua & Barbuda
· LOA: 119,80 meters
· Beam: 20,20 meters
· DWT: 7.700 mt
· Crane Capacity: 2 cranes /
each with a capacity of 250mt
· Trade area: Worldwide

Meet the Crew of
M/V BBC Austria
On the 16th of May 2017 Crew Superintendent Michael Freudenberg
visited our nice lady M/V BBC Austria
in Hamburg. The vessel came from
Denmark. In Hamburg she loaded
airplane parts for the USA.

Following questions have
been asked during the
interview:
1 Where are you from? Please tell
us something about your home town?
2 Since when you are sailing in
general and when did you start
working with Briese?
3 What is your favorite Briese
vessel? Please explain why.
4 What do you like most about
being seafarer?
5 What is your favorite port?
Please explain why.
6 Which advise you can give to
young seafarers?

Russel Sales
Tolentino

Captain

1 I’m from Manila,
Philippines where I was born, this
is the capital of the Philippines, a
crowded and noisy place where you
will never get bored due to so many
things to do.
2 I started sailing in 1992 as Cadet
and started sailing with Briese ships
in 2012 on board M/V BBC Europe
for one contract and then my second
vessel was M/V BBC Austria in 2013
wherein I have been a permanent
captain up to now.
3 Nothing else but M/V BBC Austria,
she’s been a part of my life for 4
years now, staying with her for 10 to
12 months and missing her for 4-5
months.
4 It’s about the sea, I could not explain but the wonders of the sea really
amazes me. Even on vacation I would
rather stay close to the sea where I
have to make long trips and stay along
the coast for days with my family.
5 I have no favourite ports as I love
all of them, always looking forward to
new adventures and sceneries, knowing people and their cultures.
6 LEARNING BY DOING, practically

and theoretically. SHOW OFF that eagerness, that initiative, that willingness of
yours to LEARN, LEARNING IS FOR FREE
HERE!
Love your job! Love the Sea!

Konstantin
Moskovkin

1 I am from Rostovon-Don. The city is
located in the South
of Russia, on the nice
river Don, very close
Chief Officer
to Azov sea. Informally
my city is called the “Gates of the Caucasus” and the “Southern capital of Russia”,
also this place is very rich by history of
Cossacks.
2 I started in 1999 as cadet at practice
during study in the Maritime College. After
completion study in the Maritime Academy
and receipt some experience as navigator,
I joined Briese as 2nd Officer in 2008.
3 My favourites are heavy-lift vessels
because this type of vessel never gives
a rest for the brain and you must think
permanently about all around cargo and
vessel, so here you are always in good
form and at any time you can find something more to learn.
4 Opportunity to receive some “special”
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experience and learn something new.
5 Marghera, Italy. You have chance
make visit to most beautiful place in
the world like Venezia.
6 Never stop learning and always
think in advance.

Eric M. Banaag

1 I’m from Batangas
City in the Central
Philippines, capital of
Batangas Province in
Luzon Island, Batangas
is an important seaport
2nd Officer
and trade centre for
Province. Famous on so called “Kapeng
Barako ng Batangas” (brewed coffee)
and “Batangas Balisong” (fan knife),
manufactured in the city.
2 I’ve started sailing in October 1994
on Tanker vessel with national voyage
for 13 months, then on worldwide
trading from 1995 up to present.
I started working in Briese in June 2012
with M/V BBC Asia as my first vessel.
3 My favourite vessels which I’ve been
on in Briese are M/V BBC Asia and M/V
BBC Austria because of its type, Multipurpose Cargo Ship strengthened
to Heavy Cargoes. The nature and
kind of cargo being handled are quite
challenging. Special/ sensitive cargoes
which needs thorough planning,
preparation and special arrangement
for lifting, loading and or discharging
that makes it more interesting.
4 Travelling around the Globe for free,
being with different nationalities and
learning their languages and traditions, the knowledge learned from
specific job of experience and most of
all the salary, are the things I like most
being a seafarer.
5 Ports in Japan because stevedores
are very professional when it comes to
handling of cargo. Stowage and securing of cargo is well done.
6 Learn and give all your best not the
worst when it comes to work, discipline and be honest. Save for the future. Always stay safe.
Have Faith in GOD!

Jared Ross M.
Villafuente
3rd Officer
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1 I am from the most
southern part of the
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Philippines, Zamboanga City.
Vladimir F. Birun
1 I am from Arsen’ev a
When it comes to delicacies
and sweets, my home town is
small town a
 pproximate
one of the best.
200 km away from
2 I started with Briese way
Vladivostok.
2 I started in 1980 on a
back in 2013 as a Deck Cadet
and that was my first time
tanker
ship for Primorsk
2nd Engineer
sailing.
sea company and on fish3 For me, any ship could be as
ing ships. In 2008 I started working
with Briese on M/V BBC Asia as a 2nd
good or as bad as you want it to be,
Engineer.
the outcome will totally depend on
3 M/V BBC Asia because it was my
how you deal with it. Every ship that
I joined has its own story and new
first ship in Briese company.
4 Free man at sea.
lessons to be learned, so any Briese
5 Vladivostok because I was instructor
ship will be just fine.
4 What I really like about this job is
in high school there.
6 Feel welcome on board of Briese
that anyone can do it (like literally
anyone), but not everyone is brave
vessels.
enough to face a different kind of
world away from your family and
Pavel Boytsov
1 I am from Shlisloved ones. To see other seafarers as
well doing the best that they can for
selburg; it is a small
their families is something that every
town about 20
seafarer can be proud of.
km away from St
5 Any European Port, especially here
Petersburg.
2 In 1984 I started
in Germany, where the Seaman’s
Electrician
Mission usually visits the vessels and
to work as electribring some gifts to the crew, and they
cian for North West shipping cominvite you to visit their Mission Center
pany. In 2007 I came to Briese and
to have some recreational activities.
joined M/V BBC Canada.
3 It’s not easy for me to say maybe
It’s good to know that they exist :)
6 Have faith in God. And be never
but maybe M/V BBC Greenland or
M/V BBC Austria because I know these
afraid to fail, because it is in failures
sister ships.
that we learn to make the correc4 Actually, for me there is nothing
tions we need in order to get back in
course. If you haven’t failed yet, you
special.
5 I like the ports of Europe. They are
never really made something new in
your life.
in a good order.
6 Pay attention at your job and think
twice.
Victor

Derevyanko

1 I was born in
Cherkassy and
now I am living in
Kaliningrad as RusChief Engineer
sian citizen.
2 I started sailing
as cadet and worked with Briese since
beginning.
3 No favourites as everything was just
fine.
4 Free with the sea.
5 No favorite ports, all ports just fine.
6 Don’t be childish be a man.

Don N.
Gonzales

1 My birth place is
331 kilometres away
from Manila, a remote province that
a lot of people visit
Chief Cook
to see a miraculous
image of Black Nazarene. It is a very
small town where love is all around.
2 I started in 2000 when I sailed as a
steward for company SAL and became
chief cook in 2008. In 2012 I joined
M/V BBC Iceland and this was when
I started working with this beautiful
company named Briese.
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3 I like every Briese vessel that I have
been on, M/V BBC Iceland, M/V BBC
Switzerland, M/V BBC Denmark and
M/V BBC Austria but the vessel I like
most is M/V BBC Austria, a vessel
where you can see and feel a very
good chemistry between officer and
crew. A good leadership every seaman
is looking for.
4 A free trip around the world where
you can meet long-lost relatives and
friends. And this will be my bread and
butter.
5 What port I like most is Hamburg
where I can meet my loveable auntie
who gave me another chance in good
life.
6 We are all the same small flies on
top of a big carabao, so be humble
and kind all the time.

Eric Valles

1 I come from
Bicol Province.
Bicol has always
been one of the
most popular
destinations in the
Bosun
Philippines, since
it has many wonderful things to offer
to its visitors like the Mayon Volcano,
beaches, islands, waterfalls and lakes,
caves and cultural attractions.
2 I began my seafaring career in year
1995, but I started to work with Briese
in year 2015. And if the company
wants me to extend my career here, it
will be my pleasure to serve them.
3 My favourite vessel so far is M/V
BBC Austria, I encountered a lot of
challenging jobs here and a lot of new
people to deal with. This vessel gives
me permanent job position and I feel
blessed and grateful with that.
4 Being a seafarer helps me a lot to
give my family a better life. Working
on a vessel is challenging because it
allows us to experience a workplace
composed of different nationalities and with different attitudes and
characters.
5 My favourite port is in any port in
Philippines as it allows my family to
visit me when the vessel will have a
port call there. It also refreshes my
mind and allows me to continue my

MEET THE CREW OF M/V BBC AUSTRIA

work with a good manner on board.
6 My advice to them is that they need
to prepare mentally, physically and
emotionally before choosing this profession. It requires strength, courage
and a positive outlook in life.

Roy S. San
Juan

1 My home town
is Taytay, Rizal also
known as garments
capital of the Philippines, the main
Able Seaman
livelihood in our
town is dressmaking and you can buy
the cheapest yet with high quality
clothes.
2 I started in 2011 as cadet in another
company. In 2013 I joined Briese Company as O.S. on M/V BBC Elbe.
3 For me, I consider all the ships in
Briese that I’ve been with, such as M/V
BBC Elbe, M/V BBC Switzerland and
M/V BBC Austria as my favourites because every time I join a vessel I gain
knowledge and experience not just
about work but also about the culture
of my co-seafarers.
4 What I like most is being able to go
around the world for free.
5 So far, my favourite port is Livorno,
Italy because it was a once in lifetime
experience for me to see one of the
most famous buildings in the world,
the “Tower of Pisa”.
6 My advice to young cadets is to
always keep safety in mind and enjoy
their life on the ship and at sea or
port. ALWAYS BE HAPPY.

Jan Michael
Seño

Able Seaman

1 My hometown
is Malabon City
where you can find
one of the most
famous food in the
Philippines called

”pancit malabon”.
2 I started as a cadet on a SAL vessel
in the year 2006 under Agency Heavylift
Manila. I joined company Briese as an
O/S on M/V BBC Asia in the year 2012.
3 My favourite of all vessels that
I joined in Briese fleet is M/V BBC

Austria, this is my 3rd time working on
board this vessel.
4 I like being a seaman because being
a seafarer you can earn good money
and you can travel to any part of the
world.
5 All ports as long as I can use internet
to communicate to my family.
6 Grab any opportunity that will come
in your life, small or big just GRAB IT!

Jeffry Loyd T.
Soriano

1 I am from City of
Cebu, Philippines.
To be precise I live
in Guadalupe, Cebu
Ordinary
City, which is known
Seaman
for its sweet and
delicious dried mangoes.
2 I started my seafaring career here in
Briese Schiffahrt when I boarded M/V
BBC Mississippi as a Deck Cadet on 5th
of May 2012.
3 Since I was able to learn and understand the true meaning of seafaring
on my first vessel I would prefer BBC
Mississippi as one of my favourite
vessel.
4 Well aside from having a big salary
and travelling different places around
the world, which is undeniably most
of the seafarers liked, it’s just that the
experiences that I faced on board the
vessel every single day make me realize who I really am and that’s what I
like the most about being a seafarer.
5 Torshavn, Faroe Islands, because the
place is wonderful and the people are
very nice, and we are able to meet a
Filipina friend which is very hospitable
and caring. Every time we are at port
she always invite us to her place to eat
and use internet.
6 Always think positively towards
everything because that’s the only way
you will learn. Even if you don’t achieve
any impressive accomplishments in
your life, it is important to do your best
in everything that you do, including the
little things. And remember, just follow
your passion and you will soon discover where you fit in this world since
greatness is found not by chasing success nor from running away from what
scares us the most, but by anchoring
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ourselves deeply in this moment and
every moment as it unfolds.

Harold De Leon

1 I come from the province of Angat Bulacan
known as the fireworks
capital of the Philippines.
2 I started working at SeaOrdinary
crest Maritime in 2009 as
Seaman
a GP OS. In 2011, I started
with Briese on M/V BBC
Austria as an OS.
3 My favourite vessel of course is M/V
BBC Austria because I have been here
since I started at Briese.
4 The thing I like most of being a
seafarer is that you can earn good
money and meet some other friends.
5 America where you can buy cheap
products.
6 Always believe in yourself and think
positive.

Juliemar B. Jovero

Deck Cadet
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1 I’m from Surigao City.
Aside for its hospitable
people, my home town is
crammed with beautiful
beaches with alluring
cool water. I really miss

BRIESE SCHIFFAHRT

being home for its chock-full-of-adventure like snorkeling, island hopping,
and other outdoor adventures.
2 Last August 25, 2016 and this is my
first time on board.
3 So far it’s the M/V BBC Austria,
because the cleanliness on ship is well
maintained and the rules are wellimposed on-board. And of course, not
to forget its competitive crews for giving always their fullest potentials and
efforts every day.
4 What I like most of being a seafarer
is that you can travel around the world
for free, meeting different people and
learning their language as well as their
culture. That’s probably the perks of
being a seafarer, when you have a
bunch of exciting stories to tell.
5 From all ports we’ve visited, Rio de
Janeiro is my favourite. I was really
amazed by the 38-meter ‘Christ the
Redeemer Statue’ atop by a mountain
which seemingly the world’s frequented tourist destinations. There is also
a huge seaside city in Brazil, famed
for its beautiful beaches that made
the place a one-of-a-kind. That was an
awesome experience indeed!
6 My advice to my fellow young
seafarer is “always do the work with

passion, honesty, and love in your
own unique way.” We should strive for
success. After all, what matters most,
is your effort invested and not the perfection of everything. Keep learning!

Renato I.
Paragas

1 I am from the
Province of Rizal.
It is about 28 km
away from Manila.
2 I started in Feb.
Motorman
1997 on a container ship and afterwards I was on
bulk carriers. I started with Briese on
Sjard as a Motorman in 2013.
3 M/V BBC Austria, because the
main engine is 4- stroke so this is an
opportunity to make more experience
with 4- stroke engine.
4 It is very exciting to see the real
world.
5 Singapore, because it is a very nice
place.
6 Be patient and focus on your daily
work.

LIFE OF SEAFARERS

FROM GALLEY TO GALLEY

From Galley to Galley
This time featuring
Chief Cook Lev Politov

Meal:

Marinated venison steaks
(good for 18 people)

a little more luxurious

from Sevastopol, on
board M/V BBC
Xingang

Method:

1. Pat the steaks dry with a kitchen paper
towel and, if necessary, remove any remaining
skin.
2. To make the marinade, stir together the
lemon juice, juniper berries, bay leaf, thyme
and rosemary. Put the steaks in a bowl and
pour the marinade over them. Cover with
cling film (plastic wrap) and leave the steaks to
marinade in the refrigerator for about 2 hours,
turning the steaks over occasionally.
3. Heat a pan without any fat. Remove the
meat from the marinade, leave to drain a little,
put in the pan and sear on both sides. Then
cook the steaks for about 10 minutes over
medium heat, turning them once during this
time. Season the steaks with salt and pepper,
then put in a warm place.
4. Now add the rest of the marinade to the pan
and loosen the cooking residues from the bottom of the pan. Add the cream and jelly, then
mix together well. Stir in the meat juices which
come out of the steaks. Season the sauce with
salt and pepper and cayenne pepper if liked.
Serve the sauce with the steaks.

Steaks:

· 18 Venison or wild boar steaks
(about 150 g each)

For the Marinade:

· 65 ml lemon juice
· 110 ml cooking oil e.g. sunflower or
rapeseed (canola)oil
· 45 crushed juniper berries
· 4 bay leafs in pieces
· 4 teaspoon dried chopped thyme of
rosemary
· salt and pepper to taste
· 550 ml whipping cream
· 45 ml teaspoons blackberry or red
currant jelly
· cayenne pepper (optional)

Best served with: boiled potatoes,
mixed leaf salad or lamb’s lettuce.
TIP: If you wish you can also thicken
the sauce with dark gravy granules.
Recipe variation:
To make venison steaks with cocktail-beer
sauce, take 4 cans of cocktail fruit (drained
weigh 250g) and reserve the juice. Chop up
2 prepared chilli pepper / bring to the boil 4
bottles, 330ml each wheat beer together with
the chopped chilli pepper and the fruit juice.
Stir 4 teaspoons cornflour (cornstarch) into a
little water, then stir it into the sauce and bring
to the boil. Season the sauce with salt, pepper
and honey.

Enjoy your meal! :)
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APART FROM WORK

Apart from Work
In “Apart from
Work” we will show
you diverse hobbies
of Briese crew. This
time we feature
Deck Cadet Carlo
Acogido showing his
painting of M/V BBC
Bunde.

Hi! I am Deck Cadet Carlo Acogido from Cebu, Philippines. I am twenty years of age and my hobby is
painting. I started painting since when I was in high
school because I was committed to create various
paintings on canvases which were sent to our partner school in Germany. In college, I have already
painted M/V BBC Europe and BBC Mississippi. Aside
from that, after knowing that I would be joining my
very first vessel M/V BBC Bunde I was inspired to
make a painting of the ship as a remembrance that I
would be working on one of the vessels of the prestigious company Briese Crew Management GmbH. I
used acrylic paint as my medium and it took one and
a half days that I finally accomplished this painting.
Now I am so glad as well as grateful for discovering, appreciating, and featuring my artwork in
this excellent Briese News.

M/V BBC Bunde - by: D/Cdt. Carlo Acogido
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IMO classes

Fitted for carriage of dangerous goods of all IMO classes

Other

Fitted for trading Great Lakes and Australia;

SHIPS IN OPERATION

el name

Built

Delaware

10/2007

Premium Project Carrie

Special Equipment / Features

NEWBUILDINGS

New To The Fleet
IMO no.

Flag

9357212

Antigua & Barbuda

M/V BBC Delaware
Premium Project Carrier Vessel
12,780 DWT / 2 x 150 mt
On 12th of September M/V BBC Delaware has been taken over
at Shanghai, China. The vessel was before under manage
ment of company Bockstiegel and will now be handled by
Inspection Group 5. A few days after arrival at COSCO Shipyard Shanghai the vessel has been taken over and put into
dry-dock a bit later for second class renewal. On site the repair and maintenance works have been supervised by Sergey Nagorny and Stephan Shulpin.

Facts and Figures
· Propeller: Fixed pitch propeller
· Builder: Taizhou Sanfu Shipyard /
· Hatch and Hold:
China
3 Holds / 3 Hatches
· Tonnage GT/NT: abt. 9,620 / 4,260
· Length o.a.: abt. 138.50 m
· Deadweight (summer): abt. 12,780 mt
· Length p.p.: abt. 130.71 m
· Beam: abt. 21.00 m
· Cargo hold capacity: 15,952 cbm
· Max. draft (summer): abt. 8.00 m
· Floor space under deck: 2,810
· Main Engine: MaK 6M43C, 5400 kW
sqm / 30,247 sqft
· Aux.-Engines: 3 x 510 kW
Floor
space
on
deck
: 1,480
sqm
GL
+ 100
A5
MPV
G Beaufort 2, no· swell,
Service ·SpeedClassification:
and consumption figures are calculated
basis 85%
MCR, ballast
condition,
no deck E3
cargo, maximum
no adverse currents,
clean hull
and even
keel. Consumption
data assumes
shaft
generator and reefer plugs disconnected. Vessel is burning fuel according to ISO 8217. Intake is always subject to vessel’s stability, trim, permissible weights and is subject to regulations of visibility. Lifting capacity of vessel’s
cranes is subject
to vessel’s
stability and +
can depend
onE3
cargo/ AUT
ballast on board.
Container data as well as bale capacity assumes tweendeck
ashore. All details
including speed and consumption are given in good
/
15,931
sqft
IW
BWM-F
MC
strengthened
faith and are “about” and are given without guarantee. They must not be used as basis for charterparties or contracts without owner’s explicit written
authority.
BBC
Nagasaki
BBC Nyhavn
BBC Norfolk
for heavy cargoes, equipped for the
carriage of containers, equipped for the
carriage of dangerous goods
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SIDE VIEW

MAIN DECK

M/V BBC Norfolk, M/V BBC Nyhavn
Multi Purpose Vessel
9,677 DWT / 2 x 60 mt
On 2nd of August M/V BBC Norfolk (ex M/V Thorco Alliance) was taken over by Briese Schiffahrt alongside, COSCO
Guangzhou Shipyard, China. On site have been Sergey Nagorny and Nikolay Zhelonkin from Briese Schiffahrt.
M/V BBC Nyhavn (ex M/V Thorco Asia) was delivered to
Briese on the 28th of September also at COSCO Guangzhou
Shipyard after drydocking.
Technical Management will be done for both vessels by
company Held Bereederungs GmbH & Co. KG in Haren as
they already did before.

TWEENDECK

Facts and Figures
· Builder: Jiangsu Yangzi Changbo
HOLDS
& DOUBLE BOTTOM
Shipbuilding
Co., Ltd., China
· Tonnage GT/NT: abt. 6,351 / 3,617
· Deadweight (summer): abt. 9,677 mt
· Beam: abt. 15.87 m
· Max. draft (summer): abt. 7.73 m·
Main Engine: Rolls-Royce B 32:40 L 8 P
BERGEN, 4,000 kW
· Aux.-Engines: 2 x 324 kW
· Container Capacity: 470 TEU
· Classification: General cargo ship –
equipped for carriage of containers,
AUT-UMS, ICE CLASS IA

OUR OBJECTIVE

· Propeller: Controllable pitch
propeller
· Hatch and Hold:
2 Holds / 2 Hatches
· Length o.a.: abt. 132.20 m
· Length p.p.: abt. 124.56 m
· Cargo hold capacity: 12,821 cbm
/ 452,867 cbft
· Floor space under deck: 2,373
sqm / 25,542 sqft
· Floor space on deck : 1,250 sqm
/ 13,455 sqft
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M/V BREB Courageous, M/V BREB Countess,
M/V BREB Courtesy, M/V BREB Cuxhaven
Multi Purpose Vessels
7,801 DWT / 2 x 36 mt
Four geared 8.000 tonners of the “UBC Montreal”-type were
delivered to BREB GmbH & Co. KG in July and August as a
package.
The Singledeckers with 5.630 GT are constructed with three
separate Holds and Hatches and are equipped with MacGregor
foldingtype hatch covers as well as MacGregor ship´s gear
with SWL 36t each and Grabs of 8cbm for selfsustained bulk
loading. The vessels are ideally designed for Bulk and Breakbulk cargoes. Equipped with timber-stanchions, slings, decklashing and airbags the vessels are predestinated for carrying
timber and any other Forest products.
The corresponding shipping companies of BREB Schifffahrts
GmbH & Co. KG MS “CUXHAVEN”, BREB Schifffahrts GmbH &
Co. KG MS “KUGELBAKE”, BREB Schifffahrts GmbH & Co. KG
MS “DÖSE” and BREB Schifffahrts GmbH & Co. KG MS “DUHNEN” are registered at the ship’s registry in Cuxhaven and will
be sailing as C-Class under the charter names of M/V BREB
CUXHAVEN, M/V BREB COUNTESS, M/V BREB COURAGEOUS
and M/V BREB COURTESY. For the nautical, technical, crew
and commercial management BREB relies on the network of
Briese Schiffahrts GmbH & Co. KG. M/V BREB Cuxhaven and
M/V BREB Courageous will be managed by Inspection Group V
and M/V BREB Countess and M/V BREB Courtesy by Inspection
Group I and all vessels are sailing under the flag of Portugal,
Madeira.
Due to financing of the vessels via the Stadtsparkasse Cuxhaven and the Ostfriesische Volksbank the tight connections of
these vessels to the cities of Cuxhaven and Leer are becoming
apparent once more.
The multipurpose vessels M/V BREB Cuxhaven (MS Cuxhaven)
and M/V BREB Countess (MS Kugelbake) were provided with
capital by the Oltmann Group - BREB is a major shareholder of
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these vessels as well. Due to the long-standing relationship between BREB and the Oltmann Group, both companies decided
to continue their cooperation for the further expansion of the
BREB fleet with investor capital.
All four vessels were delivered in Caribbean waters and freight
ed by BREB with direction Europe. They arrive to Europe at the
best time of the year, since the autumn market always follows
a seasonal picking up. The four ships are already fully booked
and are planned for own contract-shipments until end of the
year.
With the acquisition of these vessels BREB expands and regenerates its current fleet significantly and reacts to the diverse client requests and constantly changing market conditions in the
European liner services. In this light, BREB recently engages up
to six vessels in sizes between 7.500 and 9.000 mt. In the long
term, BREB wants to cover a major part of the tonnage requirements with their own tonnage and expand their fleet further
simultaneously. This system proved as a successful tool for the
sustainable construction of a transportation system with tight
client retention.

Facts and Figures
· Builder: Nanjing Huatai Shipyard
Co., Ltd., Nanjing, China
· Tonnage GT/NT: abt. 5,630 / 2,883
· Deadweight (summer): abt. 7,801 mt
· Beam: abt. 18.20 m
· Max. draft (summer): abt. 7.01 m·
Main Engine: MaK 6M32C, 2,999 kW·
· Aux.-Engines: 2 x 390 kW
· Classification: 100 A5 E2 Multi-purpose
dry cargo ship G BWM, SOLAS-II-2,
Reg.19 DBC; MC E2 AUT

· Propeller: Controllable pitch 		
propeller
· Hatch and Hold:
3 Holds / 3 Hatches
· Length o.a.: abt. 108.20 m
· Length p.p.: abt. 103.90 m
· Cargo hold capacity: 10,291 cbm
· Floor space under deck: 1040 sqm
· Floor space on deck : 1061 sqm

SHIPS IN OPERATION

MAIDEN VOYAGE – M/V JAN

Maiden Voyage – M/V Jan
Fist days in service – first impression
Joshua Maury shares
his experience of M/V
Jan’s maiden voyage.

After a long time at the shipyard everybody on
board was keen on performing the first voyage.
Unfortunately the first planned voyage with
Asian loading ports and across the Pacific
Ocean was cancelled by BBC. Therefore our
maiden voyage were short trips through Asia.
Masan, Ulsan, Yokohama and Shuidong were
designated as loading ports. That’s why the
days between overtaking and departure became more stressful than expected.

from Germany on M/V Jan stores were delivered
by Chinese, local shipchandlers.
As you can imagine especially the late arriving
crew had to orientate oneself not only on board
but also with the new equipment – like the Liebherr Cranes and the TTS Hatch Covers. But we
received a good support from owners side and
had special trainings and familiarisations from
makers side. The complex and modern equipment on board takes many lessons to learn for
each crewmember.
After four months at shipyard and three sea
trials I was very anxious on M/V Jans’ real sea
and cargo performance. The low noise and vibration levels measured during the sea trials
have given already an idea and in fact at sea
with different loading and ballast conditions
the ship is more than quiet. No clacking, no
shaking as known from other ships even at full
speed.

It was a hard fight to take over and stow the
equipment and stores from Briese and BBC side.
More than 15 trucks arrived nearly hourly on the
jetty. Not only the stowage of the equipment
but also the accurately check of the stores was a
challenge. Different to the past newbuildings on
which we received the major quantity of stores

As well the crew can be happy that during the
planning process so much time and effort was
spent into the design, layout and outfitting. Mr.
Bernd Böning wrote truthful “it is still a merchant ship and no cruise vessel” but the feelgood-factor is enormous. The cabin layout and
design is bright and modern. Rounded up with
white walls, open corridors and good recreation facilities like the gym, big sauna and multimedia recreation room, the crew has good possibilities for spending their free time.
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Left: first cargo
Above: impression of the bridge

The work on the bridge during the navigational watch is supported by modern navigational equipment of the newest
standard. Integrated bridge is the keyword. The Furuno navigational equipment is completely connected to each other.
Besides full ECDIS the ship is equipped with chart and radar
overlays. Most of the navigational equipment can be operated or set by the Furuno chart radars. A ship performance
system gives an overview about current, past and average
ships performance so that the influence of adjustments like
speed and ballast can be seen directly. As well the Captain
and the OOW have an overview about the engine and technical performance. The system gives you the possibility to
see on the bridge detailed alarms, faults and failures concerning the engine equipment and this not limited to UMS.
As I wrote at the beginning the first voyage across the pacific was cancelled but another cargo was fixed for the Asian
short trip voyage. With the booked cargo we were able to
test more or less the whole ship’s cargo equipment, plenty
big tandem lifts , single crane lifts up to the 250mt crane
limit and tight MPP stowage, have given us an impression
about the Liebherr crane performance. It was a new experience not only for the Chief Officer to command but also for
the crane drivers to operate cranes of the latest generation.
In fact there is a difference to the NMF heavy lift cranes installed on our Heavy Lifters. A huge amount of cargo handling equipment and due to new regulations M/V Jan is the
first vessel in the fleet equipped with wide body shackles
from BBC side. So as well for BBC it was important to get
information about our experience we made with the first
voyage. More or less the full range of Heavy Lift Beams and
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Spreader Bars were needed for loading, including even a
Christmas tree.
A further advantage is the long cargo hold No. 2. with a length
of more than 76 meters. As a full coverage by a hydraulic operated hatch cover system could not be designed, two additional lift off panels were installed. Those two panels can be
moved on the runway by electric motors, never mind which
direction or position. In fact you must considerate the moves
in advance of the cargo operation but after all it makes
your life easier. A huge amount of stores, real staircases to
the holds, additional entrances to the cranes, catwalks and
platforms around the holds are only a few examples, which
makes life on deck easier. All in all, with full operational equipment, cargo operation on M/V Jan is smooth and safe.
M/V Jan is the first vessel, and many improvements which
were found out already will most probably be taken into
consideration for the next ones. And so we all can be excited
on M/V BBC Russia which will follow next.
In the end it was a great experience for me and I am a bit
proud of being part of the project and the team. Thank you
to Mr. Böning and Mr. Beckmann from the newbuilding department, the on-site supervision team namely John, David
and Anton and especially to Cpt. Matczak and CE Sergey
Prykhodko. It was nice to see the teamwork which transformed the M/V Jan to our baby.
This ship is an important step into the future and an important milestone for the fleet and the whole company!

SHIPS IN OPERATION NEWBUILDING OTECO GENERATION

Briese Open Top ECO Generation
5000 MPP new buildings - First delivery expected in January 2018
Unique flexibility
meets efficient ship
design – Briese Group
sets new standards

The first of four planned new buildings of the
Open Top Eco Generation 5000 MPP series is
about to be delivered in January 2018.
The Design and Basic-Engineering has been developed by Groot Ship Design in cooperation
with the Briese Group. Schotel was appointed
to carry out CFD-calculations to evaluate the aft
section in due consideration of the headbox and
the optimal design of rudder and hull. The consequence: An optimized controllable pitch propeller installation with a power reduction of 3,7 %.

The vessel will be 89,99 m long and 14,80 m wide
with a dwtcc of 5000 mts – draft 5,30 open and
6,30 m with closed hatch cover. In the view of
flexibility the vessel will be ice classed 1 A according to Finnish-Swedish ice class regulations. The
newbuildings will sail under the flag of Netherlands - classification and certification will be performed by Bureau Veritas.
Further updates will follow in the next Briese
News.

The vessel will be open top capable allowing the
accommodation of oversized cargo in the cargo
hold. Overhanging cargoes are possible and visibility restrictions are no longer a reason for denying cargo options.

Graphic: Groot Ship Design
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SHIPS IN OPERATION SOLD VESSELS

Sold Vessels
Until end of 2017

M/V BBC Pluto

M/V BBC Bulgaria

M/V BBC Pluto was delivered to new owner RS Transportation Service Limited of B. V. I. on the 24th of January 2017 in
Durban; on site was Christian Meyer.

M/V BBC Bulgaria was sold to new owners Gothong Southern Shipping Lines, Inc. of the Philippines on 06th of February 2017 in Cebu. The sale was attended by Bernd Hartmann
and Roger Nuega. In addition M/V BBC France has been also
bought by same company on the 5th of April.

Even in a difficult market for these type of vessels we found
people showing serious interest for buying the vessel.
Having the choice between similar vessels they decided to
buy our lady, because of the extraordinary good maintenance in all respects.

Based on the good maintenance condition and the professional attitude of the entire crew the handing over went very
smooth.
The new owner of the vessel is still keeping contact with us
and is looking for further business.
Both vessels are now working in a Liner Service within the
Philippines and visiting Cebu on a weekly base.

New and old crew members of the M/V BBC Bulgaria together with Fleet Manager Bernd Hartmann and the technical management of Gothong
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M/V BBC Sweden

M/V BBC Amazon and M/V BBC Oder

In Bremerhaven M/V BBC Sweden was handed over to new
owners PELAGIA SHIPPING LIMITED of Cyprus on the 28th of
February 2017 by Technical Superintendent Martin Janssen,
who is on parental leave now.

Beginning of April M/V BBC Amazon was brought into Antiguan Bareboat Charter Registry after the vessel was delivered
to new owners Transport Desgagnés Inc. in Québec, Canada.
Until the 29th of May Briese Schiffahrts GmbH & Co. KG was
still the Technical as well as ISM-Manager and Briese Crew
Management GmbH remained responsible for crewing. The
new name of the vessel is M/V Taїga Desgagnés. From end of
May on the vessel is completely out of our management.

The vessel will be further engaged in the Kara & Barent Sea
under Russian Management. Based on the satisfying condition of our vessel they have meanwhile inspected two further
ships, which they might buy.

The handing over to the new owner and the assistance for
changing the flag has been done by our Master Thomas
Nusche, who also brought the vessel to Canada.
Directly afterwards M/V BBC Oder has been sold to the same
company in Quebec / Canada. Mr. Nusche attended the bottom inspection and Mr. Hartmann finally handed over the vessel to her new owner.
Both ships were in an excellent condition and have given no
reason for any complaints. Special thanks to both crews, who
were working almost permanently on these vessels.

M/V BBC Shanghai

Furthermore Transport Desgagnes has decided to take another sister vessel into a Bareboat Charter during the Canadian Summer as their main business is supplying the remote
civilizations in the Canadian Arctic. Therefore M/V BBC Volga
has been positioned into the Great Lakes and has changed to
Canadian Flag after a complete crew change has taken place.

On 15th of March M/V BBC Shanghai suffered severe main engine
break down off the coast of South-Africa and was towed to East
London.

Only our Chief Engineer Podkhomutnikov remains on board
since that time to assist the new crew. The vessel just returned
on the 16th of November into our Management.

It quickly became apparent that the engine block is beyond repair
and would require a total exchange. Together with the insurance
and the shareholders we finally decided to sell the vessel, which
took place on the 6th of June 2017.

We hope that the fruitful cooperation with Desgagnes will
continue and want to express our thanks again to all crew
members, who did their utmost to arrange everything in a
professional manner.
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M/V BBC Mobile
M/V BBC Mobile was delivered to new owners Betty K Agencies Limited, Nassau/Bahamas on the 23rd of March 2017 in
Miami, USA by Christian Meyer and Stepan Shulpin.
The vessel has been purchased only in 2014 from the former company Reider Shipping / Buss after she came into
financial distress. We have employed the vessel almost
three years within the Persian Gulf under a Time Charter
with Pentagon.

M/V BBC Scotland, M/V BBC Iceland and
M/V BBC Canada
Based on the age and the world-wide trading area we decided
to sell our remaining vessels from our 4900 TDW series. All of
the vessels have been built by us and have served since that
with our crew and under our management.
The company El Kenz has inspected M/V BBC Scotland and
decided to buy her shortly after.

During this period we faced several longer lasting off-hire
times resulting from the Trading Area, technical breakdowns, but also lack of maintenance.

On the 20th of April M/V BBC Scotland was handed over to
Melody Shipping S.A., Panama / Republic of Panama by Technical Superintendent Oleg Azhmyakov and Nautical Superintendent Hanns Bergmann.

Finally we found a buyer from the USA, where the vessel
is now used as a Feeder between Miami and the Bahamas.

The handing over took place in Tuzla / Turkey after a successful diving inspection.
Afterwards the same company decided to buy also the remaining two sister vessels M/V BBC Canada and M/V BBC Iceland.
On 6th of July M/V BBC Iceland was delivered to new owners
Mia Shipping Inc., Panama / Republic of Panama also in Tuzla,
which has been attended also by Hanns Bergmann.
M/V BBC Canada was delivered to new owners Ephesus Maritime Corporation, Panama / Republic of Panama on 13th of
September and same has been attended by Kai Groen.
Before buying these three vessels they already owned our
vessels, which have been built by us in the mid 1980’s at Cassens shipyard Germany.
Many thanks to the entire crew for all the works spend keeping these old ladies in a good shape.
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M/V Unimar

M/V BBC Nordland

Since beginning 2011 our M/V Unimar has been given into the
Technical Management with Briese Netherlands after modification to an HFO burner in our shipyard here in Leer.

M/V BBC Nordland was delivered to new owners Bismark Maritime Limited, Lae, Papua New Guinea on the 5th of October. On
site was Marco Schwarz.

Just because of the age her owner AtoB@C decided to sell her
and also found quickly some interested buyers and the handing over took place on the 31st of May.

Meanwhile we have sold already several vessels to this company
and we are having a permanent good & reliable cooperation with
the owner Mr. Hamish Sharp.

She has been the last vessel from this series, which remained
in our company.

The M/V BBC Nordland was the last vessel of this type left in our
company and has given all the years no reason for complaints, as
the permanent crew on board has maintained and treated her
very well until the date of handing over.

M/V BBC Ostfriesland

M/V Bunde

After long discussions and inspections our M/V BBC Ostfriesland
also found a new owner.

Mr. Dirk Schmidt successfully sold M/V BBC Bunde to company Yuxiang Shipping Limited, Hong Kong / P. R. China on
the 15th of May this year.

In 2016 she replaced our former M/V BBC Rheiderland in the time
charter with Imperial and took over the trade between Scandinavia and Egypt.
M/V BBC Ostfriesland was delivered to new owners Medway Marine Ltd., Majuro / Marshall Islands in Alexandria, Egypt on 17th of
July 2017, which has been attended by Markus Schmidt and Oleg
Azhmyakov.
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SHIPS IN OPERATION M/V BBC ASIA RESCUE OPERATION

M/V BBC Asia Rescue Operation S/V SPICA
On the first of February 2017 03:30 lt the OOW was called by
M/V Bodo Schulte on VHF 16 that S/V Spica needs assistance
in position Lat. 09°57’N Long. 077° 09’W, which is about 14
nm ahead of M/V BBC Asia. M/V Bodo Schulte was not able
to assist the sailing vessel due to freeboard and dimensions.
Therefore it was M/V BBC Asia’s turn to help S/V Spica.
At 03:40 lt first direct contact was established with the Sailing
Yacht; all four persons on board are ok. Rudder is damaged
and Yacht is not under command; weather condition swell
NE 4m. Master of M/V BBC Asia tries to establish Colombian
Coast Guard, which failed in the first instances. First contact
was done to MRCC Venezuela, which informed that they will
contact nearest rescue and keep M/V BBC Asia updated. 06:00
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lt S/V Spica was sighted on radar about 9 nm; 06:30 lt M/V
BBC Asia reached S/V Spica; Rescue plan was discussed and
equipment prepared. After four unsuccessful attempts to
pick up the messenger line with life ring by yacht crew due to
bad weather, same was picked up and at 08:55 lt towing line
was made fast on S/V Spica. At 09:00 lt towage of S/V Spica
commenced.
At 21:24 lt Colombian Coast Guard advised meeting point with
Coast Guard Vessel ARC Independiente. At 23:40 lt M/V BBC Asia
arrived at the meeting point and Coast Guard Vessel ARC Independiente prepares rescue boat: 24:00 lt M/V BBC Asia’s tug line
was cast off from S/V Spica. All involved parties expressed their
severe thanks to Master and Crew of M/V BBC Asia.

TRAINING SEMINARS

Seminars in Briese Company
“That is a good
opportunity for all
of us to increase
our knowledge
and share our
experience with
others, no matter
which, even the bad
experience is also
experience.”

In 2017 many new seminars have been successfully established. „Top Officer Training“, „Stability and Heavylift Simulation Course“, “Fuel Oil
Separation Seminar”, „Commercial Seminar“
and „Officer Enhancement“. To all colleagues
with whom these have been released; thanks
for a great cooperation.
Moreover also the well-known in-house seminars continued in 2017. The „Senior Officer
Seminar“ and the „Senior Engineer Seminar“
in our headquarter in Leer always prove, as
very valuable chances for seamen and office
staff to enhance the knowledge and deepen
the cooperation.

Informative lectures are only one reason to do
these seminars. As important is the personal
exchange between the seafarers and the shore
based personnel.
Below some feedback of Cpt Romanko and C/E
Stenkovoy who visted the seminars in Leer this
year:

C/E Pavlo Stenkovoy:

Thanks a lot for the possibility to meet my colleagues,
that was also nice to meet the inspection team members not only on board of the vessel for troubleshooting/repairs. I hope that was not last time, a lot
of useful information is getting shared during such
seminars. That is a good opportunity for all of us to
increase our knowledge and share our experience
with others, no matter which, even the bad experience is also experience.

Cpt. Roman Romanko:

In April, 17 Chief Mates and Captains were invited in order to exchange on the latest nautical topics and regulations, as well as on the
company development. Later in September
Second Engineers and Chief Engineers, in total
15 gentlemen, came to Leer to focus on MARPOL, Engine Performance and Damages.

I first time took part in the Briese Senior officer seminar. I heard a lot of positive feedback from my colleagues and of course the Briese seminar was a compulsory part on the way to my promotion.
During the seminar I learned many new things: - Especially legal practice from Briese/BBC claims department. It was a good opportunity to talk “Tet a Tet” with
many interesting and experienced people from the
office.

If you are interested in participating in any future
seminar please feel free to contact our colleagues
in your crewing agencies.
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TRAINING MCTC - COOK TRAINING

MCTC - Cook Training
As we all know
for our health,
motivation and
well-being, food
is of outmost
importance.

Needless to say that in conclusion the Cook is a
key position for the crew on board.

achieved the first and second price at a baking
contest.

To enhance our recruitment of new cooks we
recently started cooperation with “Marine Catering Training Consultancy”, a provider for
cook training ashore and consulting onboard.
In Manila new cook apprentices are taught
three months in disciplines like Galley Organization, Menu Planning, Baking, Cost Awareness, Stock keeping and Hygiene.

Besides that, experienced chief cooks are consulted by MCTC on board. By going through the
inventory and the crew list of the vessel, MCTC
supplies the Chief Cook with ideas and tips on
the menu planning.

Next to the usual theoretical and practical lessons special events and study trips are part of
the learning plan. On the “Day of the Seafarer”
our cook cadets Mr. Cahlig and Mr. Cabansag

Furthermore the cook gets the chance to proof
his skills on so called evaluation days on which
he gets feedback for his preparation for a whole
day, including breakfast, lunch, coffee break and
dinner. After having sent photos to MCTC he
receives valuable feedback on how to improve
taste, variety and healthiness of his preparations.

We observed our cook upon taking this training, he shows more knowledge in European cuisine,
prepared more good and tasty food and preparing some new recipe came from your MCTC menu
plan but at the same time always within the budget. Thank you.
Captain Igor Lomov – M/V BBC CONGO

As a cook this program helped me a lot to have gained more skills. It also improved my knowledge
how to keep proper way of budgeting and not to waste food on board. I am very overwhelmed on
how this program helps me and also for the benefits of the crew on board.
Chief Cook Roy Coltaire S. Culla – M/V BBC EUROPE
If you are interested in getting more info about the MCTC Cook Trainings please check their website:
http://www.mctconsultancy.com/

MCTC Training Center
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Proud winners

TRAINING OFFICE TRAINEES AT MARIKO

Safety Course at MARIKO
A report of an office trainee
What to do in case of an emergency? For all of us ashore this
question is quite easy to reply: calling the emergency number
and waiting for help.
But for all of our crew members on board of our vessels it’s
much more complicated than this. In most cases they have to
help themselves; just making an emergency call and waiting
for help would take too much time.
This shows the importance of the lifesaving appliances. They
are often the only way to escape from board and guarantee
the crew survival in case of fire, sinking, etc. Therefore their
maintenance and knowledge about the right handling is compulsory.
But not only our crew gets in contact with the different lifesaving appliances. Also their colleagues ashore have to deal with
them, for example when working in our inspection department and arranging services.

Practice 1 - Launching of the Free Fall Boat:
Under coordination of the trainers of the MARIKO everyone
of us took a seat in the Free Fall Boat and after some preparation the boat was finally launched. After manoeuvring in the
harbour of Leer and some volunteers at the helm it was up
to us to hook the boat again and to bring it back in its original
position. When the FFB was hooked (not all of us “survived”
this manoeuvre safe and dry – later it was said that the water
in our harbour was quite cold) we could go back ashore and
the boat was lifted by a crane to its final position.

That’s why our colleague Mr. Thomas Oberschelp organized
a little Safety Course at the MARIKO (Maritimes Kompetenzzentrum – a kind of training centre for seamen and people
working in the maritime industry) in Leer. This course was
attended by all our trainees. Currently thirteen trainees do an
apprenticeship as shipping clerks at Briese and support the
staff members in the different departments, e.g. inspection,
purchase, crewing, etc., as well as assuming own duties.
At first all of us attended a short theory lecture in which the
different life saving appliances, their history, the nowadays development as well as the legal requirements were presented.
After that we started to do some practices.

Practice 2 - Immersion Suit and Life Raft:
After the successful launching of the Free Fall Boat we went
to our next practice. We took on our immersion suits and
our life jackets and jumped into the inner harbour where we
did some formation exercises. Then we had to enter the life
raft. Finishing this last practice, our little safety training was
already about to end and so we went back to the safe shore.
At the end of the day we can say that it was a lot of fun and
a very interesting way to be introduced to the different lifesaving appliances we all heard of before. We have gained a
lot of knowledge and information about their importance
and the necessity of safety drills on board of our vessels.
And I guess you all know now that an apprenticeship at
Briese is more than just sitting in the office; it also means
learning by doing!
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

BALLAST WATER REGULATIONS

Ballast Water Regulations by the International
Maritime Organizations and theUS Coast Guard
A (new) challenge for shipowners and charterers
Ballast Water Treatment is a topic that has recently gained
new attention among shipowners and charterers due to updated guidelines and decisions from the IMO and the USCG.
On September 08th, 2016, the IMO ratified the Ballast Water
Convention which has entered into force recently on September 08th, 2017. From that date on each vessel above 400 Gross
Registered Tonnage (GRT) will be required to have on board:
1
An approved Ballast Water Management Plan (BWMP)
	according to
a. D-1 Standard Ballast Water Exchange,
b. D-2 Standard Ballast Water Treatment;
2
A Ballast Water Record Book (BWRB);
3
An International BWM Certificate
(according to D-1 or D-2 Standard).

Exceptions: A ship shall not be required to deviate from its
intended voyage, or delay the voyage, in order to comply with
any particular requirement of the D-1 Ballast Water Exchange
Standard. Furthermore, a ship conducting Ballast Water exchange shall not be re-quired to comply with the D-1 standard, if the master reasonably decides that such exchange
would threaten the safety or stability of the ship, its crew, or
its passengers.
Anyhow, please note that local authorities can always refuse
the discharge of ballast water when the D-1 Standard is not
met for any of the aforementioned reasons! Please inform
your inspection group immediately in case you cannot meet
the D-1 Ballast Water Exchange Standard.
• Consider the dedicated ballast water exchange zones, e.g.
in Intra North Sea traffic:

For you - on board of our Briese vessels - basically nothing will
change until 2019 because over the last years we have already
executed the ballast water exchange voluntarily. Anyhow, we
need to take care about the ballast water exchange and the
records related to that intensively because Port State Controls
worldwide will put a greater focus on ballast water as they
have done until now.
Having this in mind, Briese like to call your attention on the
following:
• The BWRB shall be maintained on board the ship for a
minimum period of two years, and shall contain each
operation concerning ballast water (complete traceability!)
including accidental or exceptional discharge of Ballast
Water not otherwise exempted by this Convention,
describing the circumstances of and the reason for the
discharge.
• At least a 95% volumetric exchange of ballast water is
needed.
• For ships exchanging ballast water by the pumpingthrough-method, pumping through three times the
volume of each ballast water tank shall be considered
to meet the standard.
• At least 200 nautical miles from the nearest land and
in water at least 200 metres in depth ballast water may
be discharged.
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Red areas = No Ballast Water Exchange
The Briese fleet is already compliant with the D-1 standard. Looking at the requirements for D-2 standard it is necessary to separate between USCG and IMO. Both of them have different implemen-tation schedules and requirements.

IMO D-2
implementation scheme

USCG D-2
implementation scheme

According to IMO regulations a vessel has to be compliant
with D-2 standards with the next IOPP re-newal survey after
08th September 2017. It has been agreed with classification
societies and flag states to decouple IOPP surveys before
the entry into force date to give ship owners more time to
be compliant. Therefore Briese decoupled many IOPP surveys over the last half year.

But the USCG regulations are different to the IMO ones.
According to USCG a vessel needs to be compliant as follows:
•
•

First scheduled dry-docking after 01.01.2014 for vessels
with ballast water capacity between 1.500m³ – 5.000m³
All others first scheduled dry docking after 01.01.2016

Below an example for better understanding:
A scheduled IOPP renewal survey is due on 15th April 2018.
Due to the new ballast water regulation the vessel should
have been compliant with D-2 Standards on this date. But
the survey has been decoupled on 27th July 2017. The new
compliance date is still the next IOPP renewals survey but
which is now on 27th July 2022.
End of June 2017, in the last MEPC meeting, the IMO postponed the D-2 compliance date for two years and published
a new implementation schedule. All IOPP surveys after 08th
September 2017 until 08th Septmeber 2019 need to be
complaint with next IOPP renewal survey. This new implementation schedule gives ship owners two more years. But
what impact has the new decision on the already decoupled
IOPPs?

New Vessels

Operation
Vessels

Vessels ballast
water capacity

Date constructed

Compliance Date

All

On or after
1st Dec., 2013

On delivery

Less than
1500 m3

Before
1st Dec., 2013

First scheduled
drydocking after
1st Jan., 2016

1500-5000 m5

Before
1st Dec., 2013

First scheduled
drydocking after
1st Jan., 2014

Greater than
5000 m3

Before 1st Dec.,
2013

First scheduled
drydocking after
1st Jan., 2016

After these dates the vessel has to implement a ballast water treatment system which is approved by the USGC. The
regulation is already in force since December 2013. But as
many systems and manufacturers did not have an USGC approval on this date the USGC issued exemptions to the ship
owners. All of you which are sailing worldwide should have
an exemption on board:

It has been decided that all IOPP surveys which are scheduled after 08th Septmeber 2019 should stay decoupled. All
vessels with a scheduled IOPP renewal survey in the new
range (8th September 2017 – 08th September 2019) can do
the survey in normal way and no decoupling is necessary.
Furthermore it is possible to re-couple the already decoupled IOPP surveys if the actual renewal scope is between
08.09.2017 until 08.09.2019.
Therefore Briese re-coupled all IOPP surveys back into the
normal window to which this applies. Due to these different
actions Briese has the first vessel due for IMO D-2 standards
earliest in 2019.
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A further requirement is that at least three manufactures
with USGC approval are on the market. Since beginning of
this year the requirement has been fulfilled and therefore the
USCG rejected most of the requests for further exemptions.
The chart below gives a brief overview about the IMO and
USCG Ballast Water Regulations to comply with the D-2
treatment standard.
Briese created also an own chart to get an overview on
which date a vessel is due according USGC regulation and
IMO regulation. At the moment the first vessel has to be
compliant in January 2019.
With regard to the new USCG policy of rejecting exemption
requests, Briese has recently been successful by presenting
an overall installation plan including a preferred BWTS and
a concrete timeline to the USCG. By that we succeeded in
getting considerably extended exemptions for our vessels
M/V BBC Jade, M/V Hollum, M/V BBC Marmara and M/V BBC
Atlantic.
Regarding the noble objective of clean ballast water and our
management measures, one might ask why Briese puts so
much effort into the postponement of the BWTS installation. Two simple aspects can clarify that immediately. Most
importantly, the BWTS currently on the market are technically not yet mature regarding the treatment capacity or the
reliability of all components, e.g. UV-lamps.
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Furthermore, the installation of a BWTS is still very costly, a common characteristic of new developments. Assuming falling prices
parallel to an increase of the number of USCG-approved BWTS
manufacturers, an installation as late as possible is evaluated as
the best case for our Briese fleet.
Finally it is our objective to gain more experience with the BWTS
which are already on board of our vessels. Today we operate
BWTS from five different manufacturers that work with UV or
Electro-chlorination plus a filter (pure chemical solutions are not
represented in our fleet) which can be seen in the graphic below.
To line out all current options of ballast water treatment, Briese
want to keep secret that there are two other possibilities available
of (1) port ballast water treatment facilities as well as (2) mobile
solutions (e.g. a BWTS onto a mobile container by the company
DAMEN). Even though these solutions might be an option from
a technical point of view, the high costs as well as the integration
into the processes of an operating fleet lead to the evaluation of
these solutions as purely theoretical today.
In a nutshell, one can resume that the installation of a BWTS is a current issue for all shipowners, at least with a medium- and long-term
view. Briese focuses on the topic closely both technically and financially to be ready to respond to any developments. Our objective is
to get the best BWTS solution paying a considerable price to make
the Briese fleet IMO- and USCG-compliant and thereby fit for future!
We will keep you informed about updates at all times and we
have already put the topic on the schedule of future Engineer and
Captain Seminars.
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EU MRV at a Glance
The EU established a system for Monitoring Reporting and Verification (EU MRV) of
carbon dioxide emissions of the maritime
industry. All ships with more than 5,000 GT
calling ports within the European Economic
Area (EEA) have to monitor and to report
their CO2 emissions. The Regulation applies to all voyages to, from and between
ports located in the EAA (Norway/Iceland)
which also include the outermost regions of
the EU (Azores, Canary Islands, Martinique,
Mayotte, Guadeloupe, Saint Martin, French
Guyana, Madeira and Reunion).
Ballast voyages, from the last port of call
where the ships have discharged cargo to
the next port of call where cargo is loaded, also serve the purpose of transporting cargo and are therefore subject to the
regulation. Consequently, stops for the sole
purposes of refueling, obtaining supplies,
relieving the crew, going into dry-dock or
making repairs to the ship and/or its equipment, stops in port because the ship is in
need of assistance or in distress, ship-toship transfers carried out outside ports,
and stops for the sole purpose of taking
shelter from adverse weather or rendered
necessary by search and rescue activities
are excluded.
In the below mentioned example, the vessel loads cargo in Shanghai and Singapore
bound for Le Havre and Gothenburg with a
bunker call in-between.
• The first leg from Shanghai to Singapore
is not MRV relevant because no EU port is
involved.
• The bunker call in the Suez Canal is not
a MRV relevant port of call, therefore the
second leg from Singapore to Le Havre excluding the time for refueling is the first EU
MRV voyage which needs to be reported.
• The last leg Le Havre to Gothenburg is for
EU MRV already a second voyage.

Please note that the charterer voyage definition and the EU MRV voyage definition
most of the times are different. EU MRV defines the voyage as a journey between two
ports of call.
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Outer most regions of the EU

All graphics are ©by http://www.verifavia-shipping.com

The process of monitoring (per voyage by crew) and annual
emission reporting (by head office) of accumulated data
to the EU data base must be verified by a notified body –
Briese nominated the Korean Register as verification body
(third party managed vessels may nominate other verification bodies). The main purpose of EU MRV is to control CO2
emissions in the maritime industry.
For the voyage monitoring following parameters need
to be reported by our good vessels:

To make life easier on board for you we will supply a software
tool on board to collect the above mentioned parameters.
The vessels which serving BBC Chartering are already
equipped with Veslink Voyage Reporting. With this tool, all
MRV required data is easily captured within standard vessel forms as part of the normal workflow for arrival, departure, and noon reporting. The collected data instantly feeds
standardized reporting templates that could be submitted
for MRV compliance.
For all other vessels an in-house software solution called
BERT (Briese Emission Reporting Tool) has been developed.
In this regard we would like to the opportunity to thank the
crews of M/V Petkum, M/V Emma Janneke and M/V BBC Adriatic for all their inputs during the beta test phase. The BERT
tool including an instruction how to use it will be sent to the
vessels not using Veslink shortly. Unfortunately at the release
of this article it is still under discussion if the Veslink tool finally will be confirmed as MRV reporting tool for the BBC vessels. Please be assured that we will try to keep the additional
workload to an absolute minimum.

Furthermore, we shall monitor information relating to the
ship‘s ice class and to navigation through ice, where applicable.
The detailed procedures how to monitor the above mentioned data are defined in a vessel specific Monitoring Plan
(MP). In accordance with the EU MRV regulation, the MP
must be verified by an independent and accredited verifier
– Korean Register in our case.

Below the MRV Timeline published by the Korean Register;
from 1st of January 2018 we have to monitor the information according to the Monitoring Plan and have to submit
the verified emission reports to the European Commission
by 30th of April 2019. This reporting period reoccurs annually, from 1st January to 31st December each year.
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BRIESE CHARTENING

Briese Chartering
Small distance for big pieces
One could say, for
vessel´s employed
with Briese Chartering, it is usual
day-to-day business
to ship project
cargoes.

Vessels are completely loaded with wind energy
converters, house modules, machinery equipment and many other things one could imagine.

these blades could not be stacked for the sea passage. To imagine their size: each blade is as long
as nine London double-decker buses put in a row.

However, it is not so well known to our crew
if the vessel is fully loaded with only five or
six pieces. This was common practice when
our 8000 tonnage vessels were scheduled for
the carriage of blades from Southampton/
United Kingdom to Nakskov/Denmark – just a
two-day` voyage when passing Nord-OstseeChannel. This great opportunity was granted to
Briese Chartering by company Martin Bencher,
a Scandinavian Shipping and Forwarding Company, who is acting between Briese and MHI
Vestas as manufacturer.The blades are part of
the MHI Vestas Wind Energy Converter V164 for
the offshore use.

More than 80 meters length per single blade
makes it quite difficult to carry such pieces on
board of a vessel. Thus, there was only one type
in the Briese Fleet being suitable for our client.
Our nice M/V BBC Belem type, part of the sisters
geared by 2 x 80t cranes, having a hold of totally
87,00m length, was chosen to perform totally 15
shipments with 5 to 6 blades from Southampton
/ United Kingdom to Nakskov in Denmark.

Being built in the MHI Vestas production plant
on Isle of Wight, South of United Kingdom, and
planned for big offshore Wind Energy Converters,
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Anyway, one may guess that not only the size
and dimensions of cargo holds and hatches
might be important for the Charterers. Nowadays, it is common practice that crew is doing
a lot on cargo to deliver good performance. A
close co-operation with Charterers, but also
with stevedores and surveyors in the ports is of
highest importance to the client. This can only

be reached if people are handling operations
together – as one team, instead of working
against each other and blocking the arrangement and development of good ideas!
The excellent co-operation with staff onshore is
of utmost importance, as you as crew on board
of our vessels are the direct line between Briese
and our customers. To put in a nutshell, there
is nothing more valuable and worth than having on board a well-trained crew, people helping each other and the clients, officers knowing
their vessel and delivering a good performance.
This could be seen during all shipments done
for our client MHI Vestas – and the representatives in the ports found same, expressing their
gratefulness in messages to the operating desk.
Therefore, our team of Briese Chartering takes
the opportunity to forward same to you, working on board of our vessels, doing your utmost
to deliver good performance: Thank you very
much for your good work on board!
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BBC - M/V BBC VESUVIUS

BBC - M/V BBC Vesuvius
Unusual cargo in Brofjorden
In a beautiful sunrise, M/V BBC Vesuvius proceeded to berth to unload parts to a VGO heater which is going to the VGO-project at Preem’s
refinery in Brofjorden.
The radiant module, shown in picture,
weighs an impressive 328 tons!
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ON BOARD IMPRESSIONS

On Board Impressions
M/V Jan waiting at Qingdao anchorage.
The photo was taken by Chief Mate
Maksim Smirnov during a boat drill.

M/V BBC Amazon
carrying trucks & containers from Houston
for discharging at
different ports of West
Coast South America.
The picture was made
in 2013 by Chief Mate
Konstantin Moskovkin.

After completion of his contract, our Ordinary Seaman Thusitha Lakmal
signed off from M/V Sjard in Panama. He was transported by launch boat
from anchorage position to port and took this “farewell-picture”.
Chief Officer Dmitry Luzan took this picture, while he
was sailing with the vessel M/V Lunamar from Riga
(Latvia) to port of Husum (Sweden), where timber cargo
was discharged.

For more regular updates feel free to visit our
Briese Crew Management Blog reachable under
following link:
http://briesecrewmanagement.blogspot.de/
Your support is also welcome so if you have
nice and interesting pictures you would like to
share feel free to send them to following email
address: hannes.koeppl@briese-crewing.com

OUR OBJECTIVE

CHARTERER´S HAPPINESS
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PUZZLES

Briese Crossword

1

Complete the crossword below

2

3

4

5

Horizontal
3. Hold and (…)
5. Hobby
6. Name of the Cpt of BBC Austria
8. Capital of Germany
9. Country in Africa
12. Stability and (…) Simulation Course
13. Tool
18. City with big Hub airport
19. Typical for Christmas
22. Briese Chartering Article, port
24. City in Russia
25. Chinese Port
26. Name of St.Petersburg airport
27. Rank
28. Crane maker of M/V Jan

6

7

8

9

10

11
12

13
15

14

16

17

Vertical
11. Bird
2. River in Russia
4. Language
5. Topic in last Briese News
6. Cargo
7. Part of the recipe
10. Residence of C/E Derevyanko
11. Sister of M/V Jan
14. Marine (…) Training Consultancy
15. Modelling
16. TV Series
17. Vessel interviewed
20. Cargo on BBC Amazon
21. Which vessel has been
painted by Deck Cadet Acogido
23. Snack

18

20

19

21
22

23
24

25

27

26

28

Created with TheTeac hers Co rner.net Cro s s wo rd Puz z le Generato r

Horizont al

Solutions will be published in the next edition.
Vert ical

Solutions to our previous Crossword:
3. Hold and (…)
1. Bird
Horizontal:
Nr. 3 SUCKLING PIG, Nr. 7 URUGUAY, Nr. 9 ORANGE, Nr.2.
10 River
PIZZA, in
Nr.Russia
11 LEER, Nr. 12 RAMMSTEIN, Nr. 15 BBCFUJI,
5. Hobby
Nr. 16
USDOLLAR,
Nr. 19
FREEFALLBOAT, Nr. 22 ORE, 4.
Nr. Language
23 VLADIVOSTOK, Nr. 24 NILE, Nr. 26 MASTER, Nr. 28
6.CADET,
NameNr.
of 17
the
Cpt of BBC
Austria
NEWYORKTIMES,
Nr.Germany
29 GLOVES, Nr. 30 COFFEE
8. Capital of
5. Topic in last Briese News
Vertical:
Nr. 1 CEBU,
Nr. 2 FOUR, Nr. 4 CHARTERERSHAPPINESS, Nr. 6.
5 PURPOSE,
9. Country
in Africa
Cargo Nr. 6 KIELCANAL, Nr. 8 AEROFLOT, Nr. 13
INSPECTION,
Nr. SEVASTOPOL,
Nr. 18 SINGAPORE,
Nr. 21of
ROLLING,
Nr. 25 ECDIS, Nr. 27 TANKER
12. Stability
and (…) Simulation
CourseNr. 20 POLARCODE,
7. Part
the recipe

Sudoku

13. Tool
18. City with big Hub airport
19. Typical for Christmas
22. Briese Chartering Article, port
24. City in Russia
25. Chinese Port
26. Name of St.Petersburg airport
27. Rank
28. Crane maker of M/V Jan

10. Residence of C/E Derevyanko
11. Sister of M/V Jan
14. Marine (…) Training Consultancy
Solutions to our previous Sudoku:
15. Modelling
16. TV Series
17. Vessel interviewed
20. Cargo on BBC Amazon
21. Which vessel has been painted by Deck
Cadet Acogido
23. Snack

easy

medium
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BRIESE SCHIFFAHRT

MERRY CHRISTMAS

MERRY

AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR
We wish you, our friends and business partners,
a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
We want to thank you for your support in the last year,
and we look forward to a strong relationship in the
years to come.
All the best of the season to you and your family.
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Briese Schiffahrts GmbH & Co. KG
Hafenstr. 12
D-26789 Leer
E-Mail: info@briese.de
Internet: www.briese.de

We are thankful for any kind of thoughts,
comments, questions, ideas etc. Please send us an
E-Mail: BrieseNews@briese.de
Attention: Sandra Sürken, Jann Peters,
Benjamin Conrad
Briese News is an Internal Newsletter which should
provide our fleet with needful information from and about us as well as
information we received from other companies, authorities, societies,
organization and whatsoever should be brought to everybodys knowledge!
All details are given in good faith and without guarantee.

